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Interview with Eve Nagode
Advanced Photography Online Course: “Beyond the Rule of Thirds”
Introduction:
PSA offers to its members, free of charge,
several online photography courses. One of these
is an advanced course called “Beyond the Rule of
Thirds.” This project-based course attempts to take
students into areas of photography they might not
have explored before. The student has six months
to complete one or more finished products of his/
her choice.
The following is an interview with PSA
member, Eve Nagode, recent graduate of
this course. In August 2015, Eve received an
Honorable Mention for her book Royal Gorge in
the 1st PSA Print Division Book Essay Contest.

suffered a devastating wildfire in June 2013)
announced the groundbreaking for a new Visitor
Center.
·         PSA Journal, January 2014, published an
article about the “Beyond the Rule of Thirds”
Advanced Photography course.
I signed up for the course and reviewed

By Eve Nagode and
Jon Fishback, APSA

Consultant Committee Chair,
PSA Consultant Services
Photo Above: Royal
Gorge Bridge Sunrise

PSA:
What motivated you to do this wonderful
photo book?
EN:
The concept started with three things converging at
the same time:
• I wanted to develop my photographic skills
further by focusing on a single local subject.
• The Royal Gorge Bridge & Park (which

Sunrise on a Snowy Day
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Rebuilding After the Fire

a number of subjects with my mentor, Jon
Fishback. We agreed that documenting the
restoration of the Park would be an interesting,
meaningful and challenging project.

Fire Damaged Carousel Animals
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Snowfall on the Bridge

PSA:
Why would this project be interesting?
EN:
The Royal Gorge is a fascinating geological feature
in Colorado. Very few photographs exist of the bridge
during the “golden hours” since the Park visitor hours
normally exclude sunrise and sunset. Almost no
photos exist of the park when it is not open.
PSA:
Why would this project be meaningful?
EN:
The project would capture Colorado “history in
the making.” The Royal Gorge Fire destroyed 48
of 52 buildings in the Park and over 3,100 acres of
surrounding forest. When I started the project, all
of the destroyed buildings had been cleared leaving
unprecedented views of the bridge and surrounding
area. Park management was very interested in
getting documentation of the current state of the
Park and the rebuild.

Any mention of products
or services in this article or
anywhere else in the PSA
Journal does not constitute
an endorsement or approval
of those items.

PSA:
Why would this project be challenging?
EN:
The subject was quite different from what I

Bridge Sunrise
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Eve Nagode

Eclipse

Jon Fishback, APSA

Photos © Eve Nagode

usually do, which is landscape photography.
Normally, I take my time, shooting a range of
shots of a static subject. The Park project involved
construction, heavy machinery and people. I
had to wear safety gear and comply with safety
regulations. Every day the site would be different.
I would not get a “second opportunity” to capture
some of the events such as the Groundbreaking
and the first visitors to the park after the wildfire
closure.

Burned Tree Sunset
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PSA:
What, if anything, did you learn about your
work from this online course?
EN:
On my first visit to the Park around noon, I took
conventional photos. I was a typical tourist in an
empty park. I set myself the task of going back
and shooting something different every time. I
learned to be more observant. I grew to appreciate
the dramatic difference in the angle of light cast
across the gorge between December and June. The
color of the granite walls changed throughout the
day. Since I live just thirty minutes away, I would
watch the weather and drive over to the Park when
conditions looked best.
From a personal perspective I transitioned from
a “fair weather photographer” to someone who
could handle a four-wheel-drive vehicle in deep
snow, dress to stay warm in sub-zero weather, and
use a special cover to protect my camera in bad
weather.
I also learned to look at gritty construction
work with an artist’s eye. I shot my first videos
when still photography was not sufficient to
capture activities like explosions and hydroaxing. I learned how to shoot sharp images from
a moving helicopter. I even got to photograph the
stars when no lights were working in the Park. I
improved my workflow process to accommodate
the high volume of images. To share my progress

with my mentor, I created a new portfolio website:
FoxRunArt.com
PSA:
Was the experience a positive one?
EN:
The experience was very positive. Park
management liked my work and began to pay me
to do specific assignments which included a video
documentary. I began to think about converting
my “Rule of Thirds” portfolio into a photography
book.
PSA:
Why did you choose to self publish rather
than use one of the several online publishing
companies?
EN:
When I started to work on my book, I
researched a number of publishers like Blurb,
CreateSpace, Outskirts Press, etc. I had used Blurb
to print family photo books, and asked for a quote
for a large offshore print run. I was overwhelmed
by the options and cost.
I decided that I needed some advice. I joined
the Colorado Independent Publishers Association
and started to attend the monthly meetings. There
I met a publishing coach who educated me on the
options for digital and offset printing. He advised
me to use Adobe InDesign to create the book.
It was a learn-as-you-go process. I would do a
Google search for the task I wanted to do, then
watch video tutorials.
My publishing coach helped me find a local
printing firm for a small digital run to see how
well the book would sell. I was very lucky. The
new Royal Gorge Visitor Center did not have any
books about the Royal Gorge, and the book sold
very well. One month after publishing my book, I
decided to make a commitment to overseas offset
printing. Since these books would take over two
months to deliver, I had to print two more local
runs to meet the demand at the Visitor Center. On
August 23, 2015, the book won 1st Place in the
2015 Colorado Independent Publishers Association
EVVY Awards.

encouragement. I was determined to complete the
project because I did not want to let him down. I
think I am a better photographer for having taken
the course. When I look at the photos I took during
the first week and compare them to the more recent
ones, I can see an improvement in composition and
creativity. n

Rainbow Over the
Royal Gorge

PSA:
Would you recommend others to take this
course, and why?
EN:
I would definitely recommend this course. I
am more productive with a defined structure and
deadlines. Best of all, I had my own personal
PSA mentor to guide me. When I submitted my
work, Jon was very quick to provide feedback and

New Flowers in the Burn Scar
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